THE GENESISOF BLACK,BROWNAND BEIGE
MARK TUCKER

Ellington's descriptions of the creative process often emphasized
speed and efficiency. Like a reporter trained to work under deadline, he
knew how to compose under pressure-usually for his orchestra's next
recording date or concert appearance-and took pride in this ability.
Ellington filled his memoirs, Music Is My Mistress, with anecdotes showing him swiftly, even effortlessly, turning out new pieces, often at the
last minute. He claimed to have dashed off the extended work Creole
Rhapsody (1931) overnight, writing "so much music ... that we had to
cut it up and do two versions" (Ellington [1973] 1976, 82). Similarly, his
labors on the 1925 musical revue Chocolate Kiddies reportedly lasted a
single night: "I sat down that evening and wrote a show. How was I to
know that composers had to go up in the mountains, or to the seashore,
to commune with the muses for six months in order to write a show?"
(Ellington [1973] 1976, 71). Shorter compositions, like the popular
"Mood Indigo" (1930) and "Solitude" (1934), apparently required less
than thirty minutes to complete (Ellington [1973] 1976, 78-79, 87). While
these accounts may contain elements of exaggeration,' Ellington's generally swift rate of composition has been confirmed by other witnesses.
His son Mercer was impressed when Duke wrote three numbers for
Jumpfor Joy (1941) on a train between Salt Lake City and Los Angeles
(Dance [1970] 1981, 40). And Jimmy Jones, the pianist and arranger who
occasionally worked with the Ellington orchestra in the sixties and early
seventies, once observed, "The amazing thing about Ellington is that he
1. ChocolateKiddies,for example, included only five songs by Ellington and Jo Trent, and
one of them "Deacon Jazz," had been composed the previous year. So the "show" written
by Ellington overnight may in fact have been a total of four songs.
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can think so fast on the spot and create so quickly. I watched Duke
write once and it was astonishing. When he knows what he wants and
has got it in his mind, he can write awfully fast" (Dance [1970] 1981,
217).
In recounting how he came to write Black, Brown and Beige, the massive, three-movement "Tone Parallel to the History of the Negro in
America," Ellington once again stressed the seemingly casual and spontaneous nature of his work habits. According to Music Is My Mistress, n
impromptu suggestion by Ellington's manager caused him to undertake
one of the largest and most ambitious pieces of his career: "One day
William Morris, Jr., said, 'I want you to write a long work, and let's do it
in Carnegie Hall.' So out came Black, Brown and Beige" (Ellington [1973]
1976, 180-181). The actual writing, Ellington recalled, began in December 1942-the month before the piece premiered in Carnegie Hall on
January 23, 1943. Ellington started composing during a theater appearance by his orchestra in Hartford, Connecticut, on a bill that included
the singer Frank Sinatra and a film titled The Cat Woman.While the film
was being shown, Ellington would go to the piano onstage behind the
screen and compose: "It sometimes got pretty scary back there in the
dark" (Ellington [1973] 1976, 181). Ellington revealed little else about the
process of writing Black, Brown and Beige, only noting blandly that the
piece "came off well" and its premiere was an "overwhelming success"
(Ellington [1973] 1976, 181).
In this "official" version of the circumstances surrounding Black,
Brown and Beige, Ellington reduced the work's long and tangled early
history to a simple, easily digestible account. While Ellington may have
composed Black, Brown and Beige quickly-and evidence suggests he did
just that-he had been conceiving a large-scale work based on themes
from African-American history for more than a decade. Contrary to the
story given in his memoirs, neither William Morris Jr. nor an impending
Carnegie Hall debut played a role in the origins of Black, Brown and
Beige. They simply provided a deadline-the one crucial part of the creative process that Ellington himself, over a period of years, had been unable to secure. During these years, however, Ellington had worked on
other projects that paved the way for Black, Brown and Beige: the Paramount film short Symphony in Black (shot in 1934, released in 1935), the
socially conscious, race-proud musical Jumpfor Joy (1941), and, most important, the opera Boola,a work often cited in the Ellington literature but
long shrouded in mystery. These sources, together with a series of tantalizing hints in the press about a major Ellington project, suggest a genesis much more arduous and protracted than the one revealed by the
composer in his memoirs. Rather than polishing off Black, Brown and
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Beige with dispatch, Ellington had to "commune with the muses" long
and hard before realizing his artistic ambition.
The first signs of Ellington's interest in writing the piece that eventually became Black, Brown and Beige appeared late in 1930.2 At the time
Ellington and his band were nearing the end of their roughly three-year
stint at Harlem's Cotton Club (December 1927-February 1931). In an interview, published December 13, 1930, in the Christian Science Monitor,
Ellington spoke of his desire to explore the African roots of black music
and to compile some kind of musical history of the black American experience. "The tragedy," he told journalist Janet Mabie, "is that so few
records have been kept of the Negro music of the past. It has to be
pieced together so slowly. But it pleases me to have a chance to work at
it" (Mabie 1930). A few weeks later these vague plans had crystallized
into something more definite, as an article in the New York Evening
Graphic revealed: "At present [Ellington] is at work on a tremendous
task, the writing, in music, of 'The History of the Negro,' taking the
Negro from Egypt, going with him to savage Africa, and from there to
the sorrow and slavery of Dixie, and finally 'home to Harlem"' (Zunser
1930).
Such a serious, large-scale project may seem to have been a surprising
choice for a bandleader carving out a career in the field of popular entertainment. But several factors in Ellington's background and professional experience probably inspired the idea.
To begin, Ellington had grown up in Washington, D.C., surrounded
by people proud of their heritage and dedicated to preserving it. In Music Is My Mistress Ellington wrote that in grade school "Negro history
was crammed into the curriculum, so that we would know our people
all the way back" (Ellington [1973] 1976, 17). Outside the classroom, historical pageants turned textbook descriptions into living drama. During
Ellington's youth the most elaborate such presentation was The Star of
Ethiopia, a show brought to Washington in 1915 by W.E.B. Du Bois and
produced in the American League Ball Park, where, as a teenager,
Ellington worked selling refreshments. According to the program, the
pageant covered "10,000 years of the history of the Negro race" and
featured "music by colored composers, lights and symbolic dancing"
(Tucker 1991, 7-8). Similar historical productions were staged in local
2. Previous accounts of the genesis of Black, Brown and Beige have tended to cite 1933 as
the starting point (see, e.g., Jewell 1977, 52-53; Knauer 1990, 21). More recently, Klaus
Stratemann has alluded to a Chicago Defender article from early 1931 that mentions
Ellington's idea for "a musical stage play about the progress of the black race in America"
(Stratemann 1992, 115).
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concerts and theaters, such as The Evolution of the Negro in Picture, Song,
and Story, seen at the Howard Theater in 1911.3
Even if the young Ellington did not attend such events in his hometown, he would encounter other representations of black history-designed more to entertain than educate-through working with his band
in New York's black nightclub revues during the twenties. Historical
scenarios, for example, figured repeatedly in black stage shows produced by prominent white impresario Lew Leslie. The first scene of
Leslie's revue Dixie to Broadway(1924), starring Florence Mills, was titled
"Evolution of the Colored Race," while his famous Blackbirdsof 1928which, according to James Weldon Johnson ([1930] 1944, 212), "set a
pace for all revues, white as well as black"-began "Way Down South,"
took a detour for a "Scene in Jungleland," and later moved to modernday Harlem. Leslie's Rhapsody in Black of 1931, similarly, featured "a
musical transition of the Negro from Africa to Harlem" (Sampson 1980,
288).4
These revues drew on various musical genres to evoke aspects of the
African-American heritage-a practice Ellington would follow later in
Black, Brown and Beige. Just as the gradual rise in the Negro's status was
depicted dramatically-from plantation days through Emancipation to
modern life in Harlem-so musical "progress" might accompany the
narrative, from "savage" dance numbers and stylized "jungle" ditties (in
the vein of Cole and Johnson's 1902 "Under the Bamboo Tree") to plantation and minstrel songs, to refined concert spirituals and red-hot jazz.
Hence Lew Leslie's Blackbirdsof 1929 began, as did the 1928 edition, with
scenes "Way Down South" and in "Jungleland" (featuring the mockprimitive number "Diga Diga Doo") but ended in a New York music
3. These productions were not limited to Washington. In 1921 the black newspaper the
New York Age gave considerable coverage to a Carnegie Hall performance of The Open
Door, a "pageant with music" originally produced at Atlanta University (with undergraduate Fletcher Henderson playing piano in the orchestra). A preview of The Open Door described it as "built up around the 'spirituals' and folk songs of the race, and showing
symbolically its development from jungle dance and barbaric ritual through slavery and
oppression, to the present day when the door is open to education and larger opportunity" ("The 'Open Door' Pageant" 1921). Music for the pageant was provided by the wellknown black composer and violinist Clarence Cameron White, who conducted the Clef
Club Orchestra at the Carnegie Hall performance.
4. Such historically structured scenarios dated back to nineteenth-century minstrelsy,
especially post-Civil War productions mounted by black companies. A reviewer's description of Darkest America in 1896, for example-starring the noted black minstrel men Billy
McClain and Sam Lucas-could almost serve as a summary of the program for Ellington's
Black, Brown and Beige: "[The performers'] delineation of Negro life, carrying the race
through all their historical phases from the plantation, into the reconstruction days and
finally painting our people as they are today, cultured and accomplished in social graces,
holds the mirror faithfully up to nature" (Sampson 1980, 5).
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studio with cast members depicting such characters as "Inspiration" and
"The Composer" in an "Operative" rendition of the Jimmy McHugh and
Dorothy Fields song, "I Can't Give You Anything but Love" (Sampson
1980, 155). The 1930 edition of Sissle and Blake's Shuffle Along opened
with laborers on a showboat singing "Work, Work, Work," while later a
group performed spirituals and a number called "Go Harlem." And
ChocolateKiddies-the European traveling production to which Ellington
and Jo Trent contributed a handful of songs in 1925-featured a similar
progression in its third act; spirituals and Stephen Foster songs, followed by "Jungle Nights in Dixie" and "Jim Dandy" (a comic "minstrel"
song by Ellington and Trent), opened the act, which later shifted to present-day Harlem with two more Ellington-Trent songs, "With You" and
"Jig Walk" (Tucker 1991, 121-131).
At the Cotton Club, where the idea for Black, Brown and Beige was
born, Ellington encountered similar theatrical conventions in shows portraying African Americans and their heritage. As is well known, the
Harlem nightspot created an illusion of exotic primitivism for its white
clientele with sensuous dancers, skimpy costumes, and naturalistic
decor. In this setting, Ellington and his orchestra furnished stage acts
with evocative "jungle" music, featuring colorful sound effects provided
by the pounding tom-toms and spooky temple blocks of drummer
Sonny Greer, the growling plunger-mute solos of brass players Cootie
Williams and Joe "Tricky Sam" Nanton, and the eerie dips and swirls of
clarinetist Barney Bigard. A September 1929 Cotton Club show called
Blackberriesoffered a number entitled "Congo Jamboree" (an "exhibition
of unrestrained Nubian abandon," according to the program), while the
next year's Blackberriesof 1930 featured "Jungle Gestures on Lenox Avenue" (Stratemann 1992, 689, 691). Recordings made by the Ellington orchestra during this period-sometimes under the pseudonym "The Jungle Band"-included "Diga Diga Doo," "Jungle Nights in Harlem,"
"Jungle Blues," and "Jungle Jamboree" (from the 1929 revue Hot Chocolates). Beyond the African motifs, the South-to-North geographical
movement of earlier black shows could also appear-as in a segment
titled "Dixie to Harlem" in the Cotton Club's 1930-1931 Brown Sugar
revue (Stratemann 1992, 692).
Ellington's notion in late 1930, then, to write a musical "history of the
Negro" reflected both his exposure to black history in Washington (via
the classroom and possibly pageants and stage productions) and, in
more stylized form, in New York (via theaters and nightclubs). Yet the
question arises: As Ellington worked in show business at the Cotton
Club-observing snappy comic routines and sensual dance numbers, accompanying satirical skits set in Africa and the Old South-what
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prompted him to attempt a serious and extended musical treatment of
these historical themes? One strong possibility is that he absorbed ideas
about promoting race consciousness from figures associated with the
Harlem Renaissance. While it is not known how closely Ellington followed events in black literary and artistic circles during the twentiesthe publicity, say, surrounding such emerging talents as Langston
Hughes and Claude McKay or the New Negro ideals set forth by Alain
Locke-later, in the British danceband magazine Rhythm, Ellington did
compare his artistic aims to those of black poet Countee Cullen and unnamed "others in literature" (Ellington 1931, 22).
Another source of inspiration for Ellington may have been black composers who were producing extended works forged directly from the
African-American historical experience. His friend and earlier piano
mentor James P. Johnson, for example, had written Yamekrawin 1927,
described in the score as "a genuine Negro treatise on spiritual, syncopated and 'blue' melodies" (Brown 1986, 185).5 And William Grant Still,
the orchestrator of Yamekraw,had produced such race-conscious works
as Darker America (1924), Levee Land (1925), and Africa (1928), while his
Afro-AmericanSymphony would receive its premiere in 1931. The theme
of a people's progress, as has recently been noted, is common to both
Darker America and the Afro-American Symphony (Oja 1992, 159-160).
Moreover, the symphony's journey (in movement titles) from "Longing"
and "Sorrow" to "Humor" and "Aspiration" would be retraced by
Ellington from Black's "Work Song" and "Come Sunday" sections to
Brown's "The Lighter Attitude" and Beige's sophisticated waltz, "Sugar
Hill Penthouse."
After Ellington announced his intent in late 1930 to write a large-scale
work based on the history of the Negro, references to this project recurred periodically over the next decade. They showed that while
Ellington had settled on the chronological scheme outlined in the New
York Evening Graphic-moving from Africa to the South to Harlem-he
was undecided about the ultimate shape of the piece. In the 1931 Rhythm
article, for example, Ellington claimed to be working on "a rhapsody
unhampered by any musical form in which I intend to portray the expeI
riences of the coloured races in America in the syncopated idiom....
am putting all I have learned into it in the hope that I shall have
achieved something really worth while in the literature of music, and
that an authentic record of my race written by a member of it shall be
5. A film short based on Yamekrawwas released by Vitaphone in 1930. Klaus Stratemann compares its integrated plot and music to Ellington's Symphony in Black of
1934/1935 (Stratemann 1992, 123).
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placed on record" (Ellington 1931, 22). By 1933 the "rhapsody" had become a suite in five sections: "Africa," "The Slave Ship," "The Plantation," "Harlem," and a finale that recapitulated earlier themes (Hobson
1933, 94). And the following year Variety announced that Ellington had
written "a full length Negro opera [tracing] Negro life from the jungle to
Harlem" ("Ellington's Opera" 1934, 1).6
Despite these references to a work in progress-whether a rhapsody,
suite, or opera-no extant evidence suggests that Ellington had gotten
beyond the planning stage with his project. In 1934, however, he did
have an opportunity to explore some of the work's main themes in the
film Symphony in Black.7In this nine-minute Paramount short, Ellington,
playing himself, is shown in the process of writing a "new symphony of
Negro moods" (the world premiere, typically, is only two weeks away).
Glimpses of Ellington composing in his studio and his orchestra performing the finished piece alternate with scenes depicted in the score:
groups of men at work ("The Laborers"), a lover spumed ("A Triangle"
in three parts: "Dance," "Jealousy," and "Blues"-the last of these featuring a young Billie Holiday), a child's funeral ("A Hymn of Sorrow"),
and an exuberant nightclub dance ("Harlem Rhythm"). Various writers
have noted parallels between Symphony in Black and Black, Brown and
Beige (see, e.g., Schuller 1989, 72-73; Knauer 1990, 21-22; Priestley and
Cohen 1993, 186-187). Both works feature-as do their antecedents in
nightclub revues and stage productions-a "Dixie to Harlem" progression, beginning in the rural South and ending in the urban North. "The
Laborers" sequence in Symphony in Black could be seen as a sketch for
the much more extensive "Work Song" of Black. A slow and heartwrenching blues stands at the center of both the film and the tone parallel. The consoling power of religion is treated in the Symphony's "Hymn
of Sorrow" as well as in Black's "Come Sunday" section-and a musical
thread even connects the two, as Brian Priestley and Alan Cohen have
pointed out: a descending gesture from the main theme of "Hymn of
Sorrow" returns in an interlude in "Come Sunday" (Priestley and Cohen
1993, 187n). Formally, however, as Gunther Schuller (1989, 72) has
6. This announcement appeared around the same time as two highly publicized operas
about African Americans (both, however, written by white composers): Louis Gruenberg's
EmperorJones, produced in blackface at the Metropolitan Opera in 1933, and Gershwin's
Porgy and Bess, which the composer began in early 1934 and which premiered in Boston in
1935.
7. The title, of course, plays off Gershwin's Rhapsodyin Blue of 1924. The film's subtitle
was "A Rhapsody of Negro Life," and an early working title was "Black Rhapsody." A
Paramount cue sheet for the film located by Ellington researcher Steven Lasker identifies
the musical score as "A Composition of Negro Moods." For detailed discussion of Symphony in Black,see Stratemann (1992, 118-128).
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noted, the two works are quite distinct: Symphony in Black resembles a
suite fashioned from discrete units,8 while Black, Brown and Beige represents an effort at integrated, large-scale composition.
Although a successful fusion of evocative music and expressive images, Symphony in Black did not satisfy Ellington's urge to write a largescale historical piece. In 1938, according to biographer Barry Ulanov,
Ellington emerged from a brief stint in New York's Wickersham Hospital to declare that his next project would be a five-part African Suite. He
had "formulated the program" for the work and "done a lot of solid
thinking about it at the hospital"; soon he would complete it (Ulanov
[1946] 1975, 205-206). That same year, Down Beat announced that, after
"six years of spare time composing," Ellington had finished an opera
dealing with "the history of the American Negro, starting with the Negro back in the jungles of Africa, and following through to the modem
Harlemite" ("Ellington Completes Negro Opera" 1938, 2). The Down
Beat article also mentioned that Ellington had written the score for a
"Broadway show" on a subject sounding by now rather familiar: "episodes in Negro life in America, both in the South and in the North ...
mainly concerned with Negro folklore." Such notices may have been
placed by Irving Mills, Ellington's manager, in hopes of attracting potential sponsors who might arrange for performing venues-thereby providing Ellington with incentive to finish (or actually write) the piece in
question.
As before, though, none of these works materialized. The next large
project Ellington completed was Jumpfor Joy, a musical revue produced
at the Mayan Theater in Los Angeles in the summer of 1941. Although
not based on historical themes, Jumpfor Joy had a didactic, consciousness-raising function-as would Black, Brown and Beige two years later.
The show attempted, as Ellington wrote in his memoirs, "to correct the
race situation in the U.S.A. through a form of theatrical propaganda"
(Ellington [1973] 1976, 175). Unlike Black, Brown and Beige, the tone of
Jump for Joy was bitingly satirical, especially in such numbers as "I've
Got a Passport from Georgia" and "Uncle Tom's Cabin Is a Drive-in
Now." And with its dynamic roster of singers, dancers, and comedians,
it sought unabashedly to entertain. Even so, Jump for Joy apparently
served as a kind a creative catalyst for Ellington, reminding him to return to the themes and ideals of Black, Brown and Beige. He acknowledged this in Music Is My Mistress when introducing the subject of
Black, Brown and Beige: "The feeling of responsibility that Jump for Joy
8. Three sections of the film, in fact, had been recorded by Ellington earlier as independent pieces: "Dance" and "Harlem Rhythm" as "Ducky Wucky" and "Merry-GoRound," respectively (both 1933), and "Blues" as "Saddest Tale" (1934).
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had aroused sustained itself, and one day William Morris, Jr., said, 'I
want you to write a large work"' (Ellington [1973] 1976, 180).
It was around the time of Jumpfor Joy that references to Ellington's
long-delayed opera began to resurface. One West Coast newspaper article described it as telling "the story of the Negro people, [tracing] the
history of this great nation from its beginning here through chattel slavery, reconstruction, to the present." It also alluded to difficulties
Ellington was having: "Ellington is still working on this opera. He is
looking for ideas. He admits having trouble in representing the Negro
American as he is today, what he wants, what he's got, what he's tried
to get and didn't, how he is going to get it" (Pittman [c. 1941] 1993, 150).
A fuller account of the opera appeared in a column by San Francisco
Chronicle music critic Alfred Frankenstein, who identified the work as
Boola and reported that Ellington had been laboring on it for the past
nine years (Frankenstein 1941). Parts of the opera remained unfinished,
Frankenstein noted, but "you gather that he could finish it if he wanted
to in less time than it takes to run through a couple of choruses."
Among the most striking features in Frankenstein's account were
Ellington's explanation of the opera's title and overview of its structure:
"Boola,"says Ellington,is the name Negro historiansuse to symbolize their
race. "If they want to tell you that Negroes took part in this or that event,"
said Ellington, "they will say 'Boola was there.' My opera traces Boola's
whole history in four scenes. The first scene is laid in Africa. The music
there is mostly imaginary,because no one today knows what African Negro music was like in the days of the early slave traders.The second scene
is Negro life in slave times, the third,Negro life in the period after the Civil
war, and the fourth, Negro life today. There isn't any continuous plot, but
there is one symbolic figure-Boola himself-who appears throughout"
(Frankenstein1941).9
Ellington claimed to have supplied both libretto and music for Boola and
expressed his aim to supervise the production. He also gave Frankenstein his reason for composing the work: "'I wrote it because I want to
rescue Negro music from its well-meaning friends.... All arrangements
of historic American Negro music have been made by conservatory9. The "Boolawas there"quote also appearedin Irving Kolodin'sannotationfor Black,
Brownand Beigein the January23, 1943, CarnegieHall program:"'Boola'is the term Negroes use to symbolize the perpetualspirit of the race throughtime. Thus when a discussion of some importantphase of Americanhistory is under way-Valley Forge,for example-one of the group is sure to say: 'Yes, 'Boola'was there all right'-referring to some
heroic Negro little known to the white man who made a valiant contributionto the Revolutionarycause"(Kolodin1943).
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trained musicians who inevitably handle it with a European technique.
It's time a big piece of music was written from the inside by a Negro"'
(Frankenstein 1941).
Despite the hopeful tone, Ellington never did finish Boola. Instead, as a
reading of the Frankenstein article now makes clear, he developed it
into Black, Brown and Beige, dropping the first "African" scene and reworking the other three as individual movements of his tone parallel.
This process of adaptation, it should be said, was noted in passing by
some contemporary commentators-Howard
Taubman, for one, who
wrote in a New York Times Magazine preview of Ellington's Carnegie
Hall debut: "Ellington's most elaborate composition is an opera, still unproduced, called 'Boola.' . . . He has taken some of the music from this
opera and turned it into a half-hour tone poem for his band . . . called
'Black, Brown and Beige"' (Taubman 1943, 30). And a few years later,
Ellington biographer Barry Ulanov would state that Boola had "yielded
much of the material for [Black, Brown and Beige]" (Ulanov [1946] 1975,
253).
Yet despite such acknowledgments of Boola's importance to Black,
Brown and Beige, the opera has long remained a shadowy work, and its
precise links to the orchestral tone parallel have gone unexamined. Recently, though, two documents have surfaced-both texts without music-that conclusively show Boola's relationship to the structure and content of Black, Brown and Beige. The first is an untitled, twenty-nine-page
manuscript-part poem, part prose-written in Ellington's hand on unlined three-quarter size tablet paper and now located in the Smithsonian's Duke Ellington Collection. The second is an edited and expanded version of this draft, a thirty-three-page typescript titled "Black,
Brown and Beige by Duke Ellington," which had been in the possession
of Ruth Ellington Boatwright, the composer's sister.?1 Both the autograph draft (hereafter "Boola sketch") and the typescript suggest that
Boola and Black, Brown and Beige shared the same scenario and sprang
from a single creative impulse.
While dating these two sources is difficult, the Boola sketch clearly
preceded the typescript. Its text, for example, makes only one direct reference to the piece Black, Brown and Beige-on page 21, where Ellington
writes "Brown 2nd mvt" (this appears to be a later addition to the
manuscript, in fact)-and breaks off at the point where Beige should begin with the words "Harlem/Black Metropolis." The typescript, by con10. The first published reference to this typescript, to my knowledge, appears in conductor Maurice Peress's liner notes to Four Symphonic Worksby Duke Ellington (1989). Peress generously shared a copy of this typescript with me in early 1992. For more on this
source and its relationship to Black,Brown and Beige, see Peress (in this issue).
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trast, is divided into three sections and is labeled according to the movements of the composition, with Beige taking seven pages. Given the various press references to an opera between 1934 and 1941, Ellington may
have drafted the Boola sketch some time during this period. The typescript was probably produced closer to the January 1943 premiere of
Black, Brown and Beige-completed before the event (for use in publicity
or the printed program) or even afterward.11
In both sources the narrative revolves around the character Boola, an
African brought to the New World aboard a slave ship. After opening
with a lurid description of the horror of the journey, Ellington follows
Boola's trials and triumphs in North America, as he takes up a life of
hard physical labor, meets a female companion named Voola, discovers
Christianity, and eventually participates in the unfolding pageant of African-American history. Boola-as Ellington had explained to Alfred
Frankenstein in 1941-is more symbol than fully realized character,
someone whose individual experience embraces, in a fundamental way,
that of all African Americans. It would be difficult to represent him on
the operatic stage, especially in those later sections where the time sequence speeds up considerably and Boola is swept along by the tide of
historical events-the Civil War, Emancipation, the Spanish-American
War, World War I, and the flowering of African-American culture in
Harlem during the twenties. Rendering the story through a tone parallel,
then, as Ellington eventually chose to do, avoided some of the obvious
dramaturgical problems of Ellington's conception.
Although no music accompanies the two treatments of the Boola story,
Ellington does note possible musical settings for the scenes he depicts.
The opening, describing Boola's experience in the hold of the slave ship,
contains references to a "symphony of torture," a "crescendo to a new
climax," and a "cacophonous rhapsody" mingling sounds of lashing
whips, memories of pounding jungle drums, and Boola's throbbing
pain. As noted above, Ellington omitted this section in Black, Brown and
Beige and started instead with "Work Song." Nevertheless, "Work Song"
opens with the echo of jungle drums, as Sonny Greer's timpani strokes
recall Ellington's text at the beginning of the Boola sketch (Ellington n.d.,
1):
A message is sent through the jungle by drums
Boom Boom Boom Boom
Like a Tom Tom in Steady Precision
11. Laterin 1943,for example,Varietyreportedthat Ellingtonwas preparinga book that
would explain the story behind Black,Brownand Beigeand would contain both the score
and the accompanyingdescriptivetext (Stratemann1992,243).
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The pounding rhythmic motive that pervades the "Work Song" section
of Black serves as the central rhythmic idea uniting the three sections of
the typescript poem, and it takes on the character of different activities-for example, the laborers singing while working ("Sing! Sing! Sing!
Sing!") and the bells summoning Boola to church ("Ding! Dong! Ding!
Dong!").
This percussive leitmotif, in fact, forms the strongest musical point of
contact between the two texts and Black, Brown and Beige. A Variety article from early December 1942-appearing just before the engagement in
Hartford where Ellington began composing Black,Brown and Beige-reinforces the connection, reporting that at the upcoming Carnegie Hall concert Ellington would perform a
jazz symphony, composed of the themes taken from his original and as yet
unproducedopera, "Boola."
The first movement will show the origin of Negro music, with an African tomtom beat as a background;the second will show the development
of early Americanjazz; the third present day swing, and then a futuristic
finale, all four parts tied together with the beat of the original tomtom
("Ellingtonon Negro Music"1942,37).12
A tom-tom motif also occurs in the celebrated Ellington composition
"Ko-Ko" (1940), which was identified by Ulanov ([1946] 1975, 253) as an
excerpt from Boola.The introductory rhythmic figure in "Ko-Ko," shared
by Greer's tom-tom and Harry Carey's baritone sax ( 7T, J ) may reflect a unifying device Ellington had considered for the Boola score.
Other key musical references in the two Boola sources emerge in the
program of Black, Brown and Beige. In discussing the early experience of
Africans in the New World, Ellington writes, "The first thing [they] did
was WORK ... and there the Work Song was born/not a song of great
Joy-not a triumphant song-but a song of Burden-a song punctuated
by the grunt of Heaving a pick or axe" (Ellington n.d., 6-7). Ellington
renders these words musically explicit in a call-and-response passage of
the "Work Song" in which a solo line by trombonist Joe "Tricky Sam"
Nanton is answered by the orchestra's collective heaving shout (see Ex.
1). Later Ellington describes Boola standing outside a church, not yet
permitted to enter: "And now Come Sunday-that nice quiet little house
12. Interesting that here, less than a month before the Black, Brown and Beige premiere,
Ellington's work was announced as tracing the development not of African-American history but of African-American music. In a way, this description looks ahead more to A
Drum Is a Woman (1956) than Black, Brown and Beige. It also relates to the project (never
finished) on which Ellington worked with Orson Welles around this time-a film called
It's All True, which was to have traced the history of jazz (see Ellington [1973] 1976, 240-

241).
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with the steeple-Everyone who went into it was dressed up-courteous-smiled-it
was all so nice-So he watched and waited. He listened-the music was so sweet and tender even from that distance"
(Ellington n.d., 9). Ellington's introduction to "Come Sunday" captures
the same mood and effect of distance-so much so that it is difficult to
hear on the 1943 Carnegie location recording.
Example1. "WorkSong," autographscore,mm. 186-193
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The two Boola texts include a host of other musical references to portions of Black, Brown and Beige. Among them are the "broken walk" or
"todalo" of the workers (Ellington's own "East St. Louis Toodle-O,"
quoted in the middle of "Come Sunday"); the patriotic and Revolutionary War tunes heard in "West Indian Influence" and the transition to
"Emancipation Celebration"; the blues resulting from love triangles
formed during the Spanish-American war ("The Blues" or "Mauve");
and (in the later typescript source only) the "jungle" music of Harlem in
the twenties heard in the opening of Beige, as well as the concluding
patriotic anthem ("The black, brown, and beige for the red, white, and
blue"), which was ultimately cut before the premiere.
While the Boola sketch and the typescript provide expansive textual
commentary on the program for Black, Brown and Beige, they also range
beyond it, touching on issues that would appear in Ellington's later
works. These included the dramatic and didactic depiction of the African-American experience, as found both musically in A Drum Is a
Woman (1956) and historically in the show My People (1963); the social
commentary of the Deep South Suite (1946), especially the second and
third sections ("Hearsay" and "There Was Nobody Looking"); the spirituality of the Sacred Concerts; the hopeful vision of New WorldA-Comin'
(1943); and the celebration of Harlem, both in the tone parallel Harlem
(1950) and in many shorter works. Together with Black,Brown and Beige,
these works, in a sense, grow out of Boola-just as the roots of Boola, as
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well as those of Symphony in Black, extend back to the Cotton Club period and to Ellington's youth in Washington, D.C.
After Black, Brown and Beige's unusually long period of gestation-extending at least twelve years, from 1930 to 1942-the work fell into place
quickly once Ellington started writing it for his Carnegie Hall debut.
Several sources provide evidence of the rapid rate of composition.13
In his memoirs, as mentioned above, Ellington claimed to have started
writing Black, Brown and Beige at an engagement in Hartford in December 1942. The Ellington orchestra appeared at Hartford's State Theatre
December 11-13 on a bill featuring Frank Sinatra-who had recently left
Tommy Dorsey's orchestra-and the dancers Baby Laurence and "Jig
Saw" Jackson ("Duke Ellington and His Famous Band" 1942). The
"scary" film remembered by Ellington as part of the show was not The
Cat Womanbut another with fright potential: Secretsof the Underworld,or,
as a review listed it, Secrets of the Underground ("Duke Ellington Has
Lively Show" 1942).
Extant portions of Ellington's autograph short score for Black, Brown
and Beige confirm late 1942 as the time when Ellington began writing.14
Marginalia in Black, for example, link the work to the Ellington orchestra's engagements in Connecticut. At the top of the first page Ellington
jotted down the name and address of his co-headliner at the State Theatre: "Frank Sinatra, 143 Bergen Avenue, Jersey City, New Jersey." Later
in the movement (on the page containing measures 85-116) Ellington
wrote an address and phone number for "Allen and Mrs. McMillan" of
Wilson, Connecticut (he probably meant Wilton, a town close to Danbury). The McMillans may have met Ellington during the run in Hartford or (closer to Wilton) at the Lyric Theatre in Bridgeport, the site of

13. Wolfram Knauer takes issue with what he calls the "legend" of Black, Brown and
Beige's speedy, last-minute composition (see Knauer 1990, 21-22, 37n3). But he provides no
evidence to show that any significant portions of the work were completed before December 1942. It is certainly intriguing that the composer and pianist John Lewis told Knauer he
had heard portions of Black, Brown and Beige performed by the Ellington orchestra as early
as 1939 or 1940. Without corroborative testimony, however, this isolated recollection cannot support Knauer's claim that the actual composition of Black, Brown and Beige unfolded
over a period of years. Instead, as I argue below, signs point to most of the composing
taking place in the six weeks before the Carnegie premiere. For a piece lasting three-quarters of an hour, this is quick work by anyone's standards.
14. Autograph scores for the following sections have been located at the Smithsonian:
from Black, all of "Work Song" and virtually all of "Light" (except for the introductory
trumpet cadenza); from Beige, the introduction and "Sugar Hill Penthouse" to the clarinet
solo. For more on sources for Black, Brown and Beige-including scores, transcriptions, and
recordings-see Homzy (in this issue) and Peress (in this issue).
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the band's next engagement (December 14-16; see Stratemann 1992,
238).
Other evidence in the autograph score points to a compressed period
of writing the entire piece. In one four-page gathering from Black, for
example (beginning at m. 187), Ellington sketched out portions of Joe
Nanton's solo from "Work Song" and notated some of the popular
songs to be quoted in Brown (Dan Emmett's "Dixie," Stephen Foster's
"Old Folks at Home," and "Yankee Doodle"). At the bottom of the third
page of this gathering, Ellington made notes about both form and instrumentation for the piece, writing "Pastel" (perhaps a working title for
one of the sections), "Brown" (referring either to the movement or to
trombonist Lawrence Brown), "5 sax clar" (i.e., saxophones, clarinets), "7
brass cups" (i.e., with cup mutes), "4 sax," and "Ben" (for tenor saxophonist Ben Webster). On the next page he seems to be drafting a press
release for the upcoming Carnegie concert: "to read D. E. [Duke
Ellington] playing the original things he loves that won him acclaim
with his serious audiences at home and abroad," then "Program of interpretive music by D. E. and played by the musicians who inspired this
great work." Finally, looking ahead either to the printed program or to
his own spoken remarks, he writes "Synopsis of Symphony-Meaning a
Tone Parallel." These notations suggest that the actual working out of
the composition occurred in tandem with preparations for his Carnegie
Hall debut.
Yet another detail in the score linking Black, Brown and Beige to late
1942 is the trumpet part marked for Harold "Shorty" Baker, who had
joined the orchestra in September. Baker had played with Ellington for a
few days in 1938, but the orchestra then had only four saxophones,
while the autograph score of Black,Brown and Beige shows five.
In addition to these clues in the original score, other sources reinforce
the evidence suggesting that Ellington wrote much of Black, Brown and
Beige in the six weeks prior to the premiere. A journalist visiting
Ellington shortly before the event reported that the composer had been
up all night at work on a "fairly long new piece" with band members at
his side copying parts as quickly as he wrote them: "Several times,
when Duke's muse seemed to be slowing up, his copyists jogged him,
'C'mon Duke,' they said, 'you're holding us up.' And Ellington worked
a little faster" (Taubman 1943, 10). More recently, Gunther Schuller
(1989, 147) has speculated that Ellington's quick writing habits helped
sabotage the third movement, Beige: "Its formal uncertainty reveals signs
of hasty patching together of materials." Indeed, one section of BeigeLawrence Brown's trombone solo in the "Sugar Hill Penthouse" section,
with the band accompanying-is in the hand of Billy Strayhor, suggest-
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Table1. EarlierWorksby Ellington Quotedor Incorporatedin Black,Brown
and Beige
Black
"ComeSunday"
"EastSt. Louis Toodle-O"(1926),accompanimentquoted behind
Ray Nance violin solo (Priestleyand Cohen 1974a,37)
Melodic cell from "A Hymn of Sorrow"(fromSymphonyin Black,
1934/1935) occurs throughoutthis section, also used in "Light"
(Priestleyand Cohen 1993,187n)
"Light"
Passage in opening chorus relatedto "Ridingon a Blue Note" (1938)
(Priestleyand Cohen 1974b,29)
Brown
"Blues"
Ensemblequotationfrom "WayLow" (1939)between the first vocal
chorus and Ben Webster'ssaxophonesolo (Priestleyand Cohen
1974b,32)
Ben Webstertenor saxophonesolo and accompanimenttaken from
"Concertofor Klinkers,"from the show Jumpfor Joy(1941)
(Homzy 1991)
Beige
Piano solo from "Bitches'Ball"(ca. 1914-1915),a piece from
Ellington'searly days in Washington,D.C. (told by Ellingtonto
BrooksKerr;see Tucker1991,39-41)
ing that Ellington, pressed for time, turned to his writing partner for
assistance as the premiere's deadline approached.
Ellington does quote or interpolate a handful of earlier pieces in Black,
Brown and Beige, but they add up to only a few minutes of music (out of
roughly forty-five minutes overall) that can be dated before December
1942 (see Table 1). The two most substantial borrowings are Ben Webster's saxophone interlude in "The Blues" section of Brown, and
Ellington's piano solo in Beige. As Andrew Homzy (1991) has discovered, Webster's sixteen-bar solo and the accompanying reed and trombone backgrounds in "The Blues" come directly from Jump for Joy's
"Concerto for Klinkers"-a piece never recorded by Ellington but unearthed by Homzy in the Smithsonian collection. And toward the beginning of Beige, where Ellington evokes Harlem nightlife of the twenties,
he interpolated a piano piece, "Bitches' Ball," which he later identified
as dating from his early years in Washington. Following the practice of
"ragging" a piece, Ellington first plays the theme in a moderate, rocking
tempo then doubles it in a sudden burst of virtuosity (see Tucker 1991,
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39-41). In the overall context of Black, Brown and Beige, however, these
borrowings make up a minuscule part of the entire work-reinforcing
the impression that much of the music was devised specifically with the
1943 Carnegie Hall premiere in mind.
The evidence, then, strongly suggests that Ellington composed most of
Black, Brown and Beige between December 11-13, 1942, and the January
23, 1943, premiere. Quite likely most, if not all, of the work was completed by January 16 or so, when the orchestra began a week of rehearsals for the concert at New York's Nola Studios, on Broadway between
Fifty-first and Fifty-second streets. On Friday, January 22, the Ellington
orchestra tried out the piece at Rye High School in Rye, New York; on
this occasion, according to Ulanov, the "flagwaving" finale featuring vocalist Jimmy Britton was cut from the score (Ulanov [1946] 1975, 250).
The following night Ellington at last unveiled his long-awaited opus at
Carnegie Hall. After two repeat performances of the Carnegie program
that same year-in Boston (January 28) and Cleveland (February 20)Ellington would never again perform Black, Brown and Beige in its entirety.15
My account has focused chiefly on how Ellington came to conceptualize and compose Black, Brown and Beige. Further exploration of the
work's origins, however, might involve pursuing several leads that can
only be mentioned here by way of conclusion.
One fruitful area of inquiry would be to examine Ellington's composition against the backdrop of earlier large-scale jazz works designed for
the concert hall. During the period of Black, Brown and Beige's conception, bandleader Paul Whiteman was the key figure in this field. Beginning with his commission of Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue in 1924 and
continuing through his series of "Experiment in Modem Music" concerts held between 1926 and 1938 (all but one at Carnegie Hall), Whiteman served as a vigorous advocate of symphonic-length jazz compositions, helping to create a climate favorable for the emergence of a piece
like Black, Brown and Beige. Like Ellington's tone parallel of 1943, the
works performed by Whiteman and his orchestra at these concerts featured little or no improvisation, evoking jazz through various melodic,
harmonic, and timbral effects instead. And, like Black, Brown and Beige,
they tended to be programmatic-as in Ferde Grofe's Mississippi (A Tone
15. In 1959 Robert D. Crowley recalled hearing the Carnegie program-including, it
seems, all of Black, Brown and Beige-repeated in Chicago some time in the winter of 1943
(Crowley 1943, 99). At this writing I cannot verify that he heard the uncut, premiere version. For a more detailed account of the piece's revisions and performance history, see
Homzy (in this issue).
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Journey) (1926) and better-known Grand Canyon Suite (1931) or John
Green's Nightclub (1933), which gave impressions of a fancy cabaret (DeLong 1983, 175). For his eighth Experiment concert in 1938, Whiteman
commissioned a half-dozen composers to write short pieces on the subject of bells; one was Ellington, who contributed "Blue Belles of Harlem"
(which he also performed at his first Caregie concert). Later Ellington
would pay tribute to Whiteman in Music Is My Mistress, praising the
bandleader for his "dignity" and "class" (Ellington [1973] 1976, 103).
And in 1943, just before the premiere of Black,Brown and Beige, Ellington
told an interviewer: "Don't let them kid you about Whiteman. He has
been a big man in our music. He's done a lot for it, especially with his
concerts where he gave composers a chance to write new, extended
works" (Taubman 1943, 10).
Another retracing of Black, Brown and Beige's roots might connect its
themes with those treated earlier by figures during the Harlem Renaissance and the New Negro movement of the twenties. Black, Brown and
Beige's race pride, historical focus, and celebration of African-American
identity had antecedents in the poetry of Langston Hughes and Countee
Cullen, the fiction of Claude McKay, the art of Aaron Douglas, and the
writings of Alain Locke and James Weldon Johnson. In a way, by fashioning an extended work from black vernacular idioms, Ellington fulfilled one of the New Negro criteria for artistic excellence-as foreshadowed by James Weldon Johnson's protagonist in Autobiography of an
Ex-ColoredMan (1912), who dreamed of one day writing classical music
based on ragtime and authentic Negro themes.'6 Yet a later parallel to
Ellington's work in Black, Brown and Beige was provided by the AfricanAmerican painter Jacob Lawrence, whose extensive series of panels under the title "The Migration of the Negro" (1940-1941) graphically portrayed scenes and themes Ellington explored musically.
A third approach to Black, Brown and Beige might be to read it as an
autobiographical document-a personal historical invention blurring
fact and fiction, like Zora Neale Hurston's Dust Trackson a Road, Sidney
Bechet's Treat It Gentle, or Alex Haley's Roots. For Ellington's composition, after all, not only presented a panoramic view of the black experience but retold his own story. The audience at the Carnegie Hall premiere saw standing before them an American whose African ancestors
had struggled under slavery. His grandparents had lived in the rural
16. This aim, in turn, might be traced to Antonin Dvorak, who in the 1890s had called
upon American composers to use indigenous materials-especially the Negro spiritual and
plantation songs and music of the Indian. The link between Ellington and Dvorak is Will
Marion Cook, who studied with the Czech composer at the National Conservatory in New
York and served as a mentor to Ellington in the twenties (see Peress 1990).
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South-Virginia on his mother's side, North Carolina on his father's.
Both parents had worked in service positions. Early in life, like Boola,
Ellington had discovered the Bible and the solace of religion. Later he
participated in the historic journey north, traveling to New York and the
dynamic black metropolis of Harlem.
As the Ellington orchestra gave a tone parallel to the history of African Americans, its leader offered a human parallel. Elegant, urbane, talented, and successful, Duke Ellington was a living symbol of his people's progress. By using his Carnegie Hall debut to celebrate
African-American achievement with a work of heroic proportions and
bold ambition, Ellington wrote himself into the script-assuming the
lead role of Boola in the grand historical pageant he called Black, Brown
and Beige.
My thanks to Steven Lasker and Art Pilkington for answering questions that arose in
the course of writing this article.
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